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are  hardly   fundamental.    Illus-
trations,   reproduced   from   Mr.
Strickland's    useful   book,     are
shown of  several  such methods
(see 87, 88, 89, and 91), and the
letterpress at the  foot  of  each
will suffice to show  their differ-
ences.
163.  The   Lodge   (Sir   Oliver
Lodge) system of ignition is just
the ordinary coil and accumulator
ignition in which the high-tension
current instead of being  passed
direct to the sparking  plugs   is
fig, 90.—High Tension Spark-
ing Plug. A, Metal Rod ;
Bt Porcelain Insulating
Sleeve ; C, Gland ; D, Body
of Plug screwing into cylin-
der ; E9 Sparking Points ;
F, Electric Wires from
H.T. Magneto or Coil.
made   to   charge   up   the  inner
coatings   of   two   Leyden   jars.
When the jars   are   "full"   an
external   spark   gap   placed   in
parallel   with   the    jars    breaks
down and a spark passes.    This
sudden   release   of   the  electric
charges on the inner coats of the Leyden jar causes such a
rush of current from the outer coating of one Leyden jar to
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the other, and such a
violent oscillation to and
fro of the current after-
wards that nothing will
stand in its path. It
breaks through oil films,
soot, deposit of all kinds,
water or anything else
that there may be on
the ignition points ; ow-
ing to its Mgh frequency
Fi«. 91. — The arrangement of Figs.   88
and 89, except that the secondary      straight    direct    COUrSOS,
current  is  distributed  directly,   so
enabling only one coil to he used for
and  there  is  little   dis-
all four   cylinders.    The   disadvan-       position    on    its   part   to
tage is that the insulation is more	-,	,      ,        .
seek   any   short    circuit
difficult to ensure.
it    also    tends     to
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